THE ESSENTIAL EVENT FOR IP PROFESSIONALS!

IP19

FAIRMONT MIRAMAR HOTEL & BUNGALOWS
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA

FEATURED SPEAKERS AND TOPICS:

Federal Judges: Circuit Judge O’Malley; District Court Judges Albright, Ellis, Gilliam, Lynn, Robart, Schroeder and Selna; PTAB Judges Boalick and Boudreau; and ITC Judge McNamara.


The Latest IP Topics: judicial perspectives on IP, IP year in review, copyright issues in AI, fair use in the digital environment, global patent litigation and forum selection, mediating a trademark case, preventing online infringement, issues at the intersection of the PTO, PTAB and the District Court, and emerging trends in trademark remedies.

PLUS:

- A timely luncheon keynote presentation on cybersecurity, trade secrets and the effect of trade issues on IP protection.
- Special networking breakfast session for women in IP on overcoming workplace conflict and the bias that built it.
- Concurrent breakout sessions focused on copyright, patent and trademark.
- Five networking breaks, including a hosted cocktail reception.
- Submit questions for the judges on our institute mobile app.

CREDIT

MCLE and CPE credit available, including MCLE elimination of bias credit.

Questions? Email cle@law.usc.edu or call (213) 821-3580
Interested in joining our mailing list? Email clereg@law.usc.edu
Want more information? Visit http://gould.usc.edu/cle/ip/